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This present Rulebook is conceived to allow all athletes to approach and start competing in 
aerials. 
It has been made on a purpose not to create a specific code of points for competing season 
2018-2019 to give more freedom at this beginning step. 
We propose some mandatory elements according to difficulty, age and level and we warmly 
recommend you to include them all in your routines. 
Starting from season 2019-2020 the rulebook will be including a code of points, showing 
elements and their value 

 
At registration you will have to declare all elements you are going to perform, in the exact 
order they will be proposed, and you will clearly underline the mandatory ones. When 
executing them be careful in holding them for time (4 sec) and rotations required. 

 
In case of need or non-understanding on how to fill out the scoresheet, feel free to contact 
us to get assistance. 

 

 
This present Rulebook is for international competitions 
For national competitions, as well as for Amateur Competitions, rules may be appropriately 
designed by international or national technical authorities. 

 
The Code of Points is the property of the POSA Federation 
Translation and copying are prohibited without prior written approval by POSA. 
Where there is a difference among the languages, English text shall be considered correct. 

 

 
The Code of Points provides 

- the means of guaranteeing the most objective evaluation of routines in aerials and 
pole sport at all levels of regional, national, and international competitions 

- standardize the judging of aerial and pole sport competitions 
- guide coaches and athletes in the composition of competition routines 
- provides information about the source of other technical information and regulations 

frequently needed at competitions by judges, coaches, and athletes 
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1. ABBREVIATIONS 

WCAA - World Championship of Aerial Acrobatics 

APA – Air Power Athletics (Aerial Performing Athletes/Athletism) 

Athlete/Participant/Performer - contestant (single/double/group) 

 
 

 
2. TYPE & CHARACTERISTICS OF THE COMPETITION 

APA competitions are led in the following categories: 

 

 
Type 

 
Category 

Definition 

Pole sport Aerial silk Aerial hoop Flying pole Aerial spiral Aerial cube 

Singles See POSA 

code 

ASS AHS APS ASpS ACS 

Amateurs See POSA 
code 

ASSA AHSA APSA ASpSA ACSA 

A Women See POSA code ASSA-A AHSA-A APSA-A ASpSA-A ACSA-A 

Men See POSA code ASSA-B AHSA-B APSA-B ASpSA-B ACSA-B 

B Women See POSA code ASSA-A AHSA-A APSA-A ASpSA-A ACSA-A 

Men See POSA code ASSA-B AHSA-B APSA-B ASpSA-B ACSA-B 

Professionals 
      

A Women See POSA code ASSW-A AHSW-A APSW-A ASpSW-A ACSW-A 

Men See POSA code ASSM-A AHSM-A APSM-A ASpSM-A ACSM-A 

B Women See POSA code ASSW-B AHSW-B APSW-B ASpSW-B ACSW-B 

Men See POSA code ASSM-B AHSM-B APSM-B ASpSM-B ACSM-B 

Doubles See POSA 
code 

ASD AHD APD ASpD ACD 

 
Women See POSA code ASDW AHDW APDW ASpDW ACDW 

Men See POSA code ASDM AHDM APDM ASpDM ACDM 

Mixed See POSA code ASDMix AHDMix APDMix ASpDMix ACDMix 

Groups See POSA 
code 

ASG AHG APG ASpG ACG 

 
Women See POSA code ASGW AHGW APGW ASpGW ACGW 

Men See POSA code ASGM AHGM APGM ASpGM ACGM 

Mixed See POSA code ASGMix AHGMix APGMix ASpGMix ACGMix 
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Kids See POSA 

code 

ASC AHC APC ASpC ACC 

Kids singles See POSA code ASCS AHCS APCS ASpCS ACCS 

Kids 6-9 y.o. See POSA code ASCSB AHCSB APCSB ASpCSB ACCSB 

A See POSA code PSCSBG-A ASCSBG-A AHCSBG-A APCSBG-A ASpCSBG-A ACCSBG-A 

See POSA code PSCSBB-A ASCSBB-A AHCSBB-A APCSBB-A ASpCSBB-A ACCSBB-A 

B See POSA code PSCSBG-B ASCSBG-B AHCSBG-B APCSBG-B ASpCSBG-B ACCSBG-B 

See POSA code PSCSBB-B ASCSBB-B AHCSBB-B APCSBB-B ASpCSBB-B ACCSBB-B 

Kids 10-13 y.o. See POSA code ASCSC AHCSC APCSC ASpCSC ACCSC 

A Girls See POSA code ASCSCG-A AHCSCG-A APCSCG-A ASpCSCG-A ACCSCG-A 

Boys See POSA code ASCSCB-A AHCSCB-A APCSCB-A ASpCSCB-A ACCSCB-A 

B Girls See POSA code ASCSCG-B AHCSCG-B APCSCG-B ASpCSCG-B ACCSCG-B 

Boys See POSA code ASCSCB-B AHCSCB-B APCSCB-B ASpCSCB-B ACCSCB-B 

Juniors 14-17 y.o. See POSA code ASCSJG-B AHCSCB-B APCSCB-B ASpCSCB-B ACCSCB-B 

A Girls See POSA code ASCSJG-A AHCSJG-A APCSJG-A ASpCSJG-A ACCSJG-A 

Boys See POSA code ASCSJB-A AHCSJB-A APCSJB-A ASpCSJB-A ACCSJB-A 

B Girls See POSA code ASCSJG-B AHCSJG-B APCSJG-B ASpCSJG-B ACCSJG-B 

Boys See POSA code ASCSJB-B AHCSJB-B APCSJB-B ASpCSC ACCSC 

Kids doubles 
(girls, boys 
and mixed 
compete 
together) 

 
See POSA code ASCD AHCD APCD ASpCD ACCD 

6-9 y.o. See POSA code ASCDB AHCDB APCDB ASpCDB ACCDB 

10-13 y.o. See POSA code ASCDC AHCDC APCDC ASpCDC ACCDC 

14-17 y.o. See POSA code ASCDJ AHCDJ APCDJ ASpCDJ ACCDJ 

Kids groups 
(girls, boys 
and mixed 
compete 
together) 

 
See POSA code ASCG AHCG APCG ASpCG ACCG 

6-9 y.o. See POSA code ASCGB AHCGB APCGB ASpCGB ACCGB 

10-13 y.o. See POSA code ASCGC AHCGC APCGC ASpCGC ACCGC 

14-17 y.o. See POSA code ASCGJ AHCGJ APCGJ ASpCGJ ACCGJ 

 

Straps, polesilk, bungee dance, acrobalance, Chinese pole will be represented as showcase 

exhibitions. Starting from Competing Season 2019-2020 they will be competing disciplines. 

 
2.1. Established requirements for categories & types: 

In all POSA competitions, athletes are divided in categories based on their age and gender. 
Age is determined by the year of birth. 
Athlete enrolled in the wrong category can be moved in the correct one by the Head Judge. 
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In doubles and teams, athletes must be from same category, same-sex or mixed gender. 
Athlete can participate as individual, double and teams in same competition. 

 

Type\Category Age Sport experience more than 1 year Quantity of the participants 

Singles\Amateurs A from 18 y.o. not required 1 

Singles\Amateurs B from 18 y.o. required 1 

Singles\Professionals A from 18 y.o. not required 1 

Singles\Professionals B from 18 y.o. required 1 

Doubles Amateurs from 18 y.o. not required 2 

Doubles Professionals from 18 y.o. required 2 

Trio Groups Amateurs from 18 y.o. not required 3 (+1 reserve) 

Trio Groups professionals from 18 y.o. required 3 (+1 reserve) 

Children/Singles/6-9y.o. A 6-9 y.o not required 1 

Children/Singles/6-9y.o. B 6-9 y.o required 1 

Kids/Singles/10-13 y.o. A 10-13 y.o. not required 1 

Kids/Singles/10-13 y.o. B 10-13 y.o. required 1 

Junior/Singles/14-1 y.o. A 14-17 y.o. not required 1 

Junior/Singles/14-17y.o. B 14-17 y.o. required 1 

Children/Doubles/6-9y.o.A 6-9 y.o not required 2 

Children/Doubles/6-9y.o.B 6-9 y.o required 2 

Kids/Doubles/10-13 y.o.A 10-13 y.o. not required 2 

Kids/Doubles/10-13 y.o.B 10-13 y.o. required 2 

Junior/Doubles/14-17yo.A 14-17 y.o. not required 2 

Junior/Doubles/14-17yo.B 14-17 y.o. required 2 

Children/Groups/6-9 y.o.A 6-9 y.o not required 3-4 

Children/Groups/6-9 y.o.B 6-9 y.o required 3-4 

Kids/Groups/10-13 y.o. A 10-13 y.o. not required 3-4 

Kids/Groups/10-13 y.o. B 10-13 y.o. required 3-4 

Junior/Groups/14-17 y.o.A 14-17 y.o. not required 3-4 

Junior/Groups/14-17 y.o.B 14-17 y.o. required 3-4 
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Starting from competing season 2019-2020 there will be Senior over 40 category and 

Masters over 50 

 
2.2. The characteristics of the competition is determined by: 

● Discipline 

● Number of participants: individual/double/team 

● The final score of individual/double/team determines the ranking place 

● Best in show athlete will be nominated according to the sum of scoring on all 

disciplines. This award can also be given to a double or team 

 
2.3. Routines are divided into: 

● Competitive performance. The competition is led on base of present rulebook (for 

example all- national APA competitions); 

● Entertainment performance (example Half Time). The competition is led on base of 

sponsor program and can deviate from the requirements of present rulebook 

 
2.4. Official divisions 

– Amateurs 
– Competitive/Professionals 
– Para (see POSA Rules) 
A competition can contain one or multiple divisions. 
In national level competitions custom divisions (such as semi-professional) are allowed, but 
any new divisions and their rules should be informed to POSA for inspection. 

 
2.5. DIVISIONS: 

Divisions A or B define the level of difficulty of the performance. Divisions may be divided and 

based on experience, ranking, previous competition results or other suitable methods. 

Divisions may not be restricted by athletes’ age, occupation or previous sports background or 

any other non-pole/aerial sport related achievement.  Invitations are allowed, but they  are to 

be held purely on showcase manner and the results are not accepted in official ranking or as 

results. 

 
2.6. USE OF SPOTTER 

a) Spotters are required on the stage for every performance in Children and Kids category.  

In Junior categories (both A and B) spotters are not mandatory. 

b) Spotters may stand at the back of the stage during the performance and move closer to 

the athlete in high risk moves. 

c) No contact or verbal instructions are allowed during the performance unless in the event 

an of accident. All contact is deducted by the Head judge. 

d) In case of an accident where spotter is required to intervene, the Head Judge may either 

stop and disqualify the performance or give a deduction of 5 points. 

e) In case of disqualification a clear mark is given to the athlete and the music will be 

stopped. Spotter may also stop the performance if they see it necessary. 
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3. COMPETITION SET UP 

Competition rulebook defines the characteristics of the competition itself 

The Rulebook must contain information about terms, place, competition program, sponsor 

name, financial conditions and prizes. 

 

3.1. Starting order 

Competitions have not to start before 10.00 am or end after 11.00 pm and the schedule must 
be published in the Work Plan 
a) Starting order is decided by draw. 

b) The drawing will take place within two weeks after the deadline of the definitive entry. 

c) The lots shall be drawn by a “neutral” person or by computer. 

d) Head of technical committee or nominated committee member must be present during the 

draw. 
Note: At international competitions the national federations will be informed by the General Secretary ,  

at least one month in advance, about time and place of the drawing of lots and they will be entitled to 

be present at the draw. 

Media will be informed and allowed to send representatives . Local authority, in whose area the draw 

will be held, will be invited to send representatives. 

 
4. PARTICIPANTS OF THE COMPETITION 

4.1 The competition can take place only if there are in total at least 10 singles participants, or  

2 doubles, or 2 teams attending the event. 

4.2. Both men and women can take part the competition. Participants of national competition 

need to be citizen of the country where the competition takes place, or they need to confirm 

the permanent residence in that country. 

4.3. Performers that are members of POSA or of some POSA member organisation as well 

as individual affiliated to POSA can participate the competition. The participants of some POSA 

member federation must be represented in that competition by someone from the board of that 

organisation. 

4.4. Event producer including Organising Committee can-not participate the competition 

4.5. Participants need to send the organizer an email with  the application  properly  filled within 

the deadline indicated in the Rulebook. Application form must contain all the data (See 

Appendix): 

4.6. Participants must send an email to the organizer with the music file they intend to use 

for their routines, it must be sent no later than 15 working days before the date of the 

competition. 

● Music file must be MP3. 

● The file must be named as follows: 

Family Name 

First name 

(For doubles and teams all participants’ names must be mentioned) 

Discipline, category and subgroup 

Music Title, Author/Singer 

For example: “Smith Mary_Aerial Hoop_professional A”.Song …mp3 

If the music file is not sent on time or if the filename doesn`t correspond to requirements the 

participant won`t be able to compete. 
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The Competition day participants need to bring their music on some electronic devices and 

give them to the Organizer in case of technical problems. 

 
4.7. Application form must be completely filled and contain accurate information. In case 

applicants give wrong personal information, the Organizer has the right to exclude them from 

entering the competition. In case of a second violation of this rule the Organizer has the right to 

exclude the applicants from participating next competitions for up to 3 years. 

4.8. The application for children, kids, junior categories must be signed by an adult 

(federation representative, parent or coach) 

4.9. For those competing in more categories: applicants need to fill one application form for 

each category and send them in one only mail. 

4.10. Performers declare their category according to this present Rulebook 

4.11. Performers of “Singles Amateurs A/B category” must send the video or a link to the 

video with their performances (the draft version of the planned performance shouldn’t be 

less than 1 min 30 sec). The performance can be executed in any place athletes choose. 

The Organizer has to confirm the admission of the application for amateur’s category and 

has the right to switch the participant from category “Amateurs” to the category “Singles 

Professionals A/B” after consultation with Participants or their national federation 

representative. 

The requirements for the video in the “Amateurs” category: 

● The video has to clearly show the performer from the front 

● The participants with aerial hoop has to show the static and dynamic work. 

● The video cannot show any other persons beside the participant 

● The video has to be complete (no cuts or elaborations) 

● The video has to start and end together with music accompaniment 

4.12. Performers have to choose “B” subgroup for their performances in following cases: 

● they have an educational sport experience of more than 1 year in athletics, 

gymnastics, acrobatics, swimming, figure skating, сlassical сhoreography, ballroom 

dance and circus arts; 

● They have been taking classes for more than 1 year with a coach who has sport 

experience/diploma of sport school, sport University degree, degree as 

choreographer and / or circus specialist; 

They have been taking classes for more than 1 year with coach who has Level III sport 

category (and higher) in athletics, gymnastics, acrobatics, swimming, figure skating, 

ballroom dancing 

4.13. Participants who placed 1st, 2nd or 3rd place in the “Singles Amateurs A” during the 

previous competition season at any other contest (including regionals) organized by POSA are 

obliged to apply for the category “Singles Amateurs B”; those who placed 1st, 2nd or 3rd in 

“Singles Amateurs B” are obliged to apply for “Singles Professionals «A»” and so on. The event 

producer together  with the  head judge  can change categories  in case of non-equal 

distribution. 
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4.14. Performers turning 18 in the current sport season will switch from Junior/Solo/14-17 

A/B to Solo/Professionals A/B category. 

4.15. After the admission of the application the Participant must pay a registration fee 

according to Organizer requirements and within the deadline specified in the application. The 

registration fee is not refundable in no circumstances. 

 
Recoveryperiod between routines 

For the health and safety of athletes, POSA have accepted that athletes competing in multiple 
disciplines require minimum 10 minutes to recover before competing again. 

 
5 Cancellation 

a) Athletes may cancel their participation at least 15 working days before the competition. 
Exceptions include medical reasons and emergencies in which medical documentation and 
proof of travel ticket must be provided to the organizing committee at least one day before the 
competition. 
b) Athletes not showing on the day of registration due to an emergency will have a maximum 
of seven days after the competition has ended to provide necessary proof of documentation. 
c) In the case of athletes not presenting themselves to registration without a legitimate reason, 
those athletes will be banned from all POSA recognized competitions for a period of one year. 
Names of banned athletes will be published on the websites 

 
 

6. DUTIES & RIGHTS OF THE PARTICIPANTS 

6.1. Participants are obliged to: 

● be acquainted with the present Rulebook and respect it 

● Correctly fill out the application form (Annex No. 1). 

● fill out the Participant technical card (Annex No. 2) 

● fill the application form with correct information, send the music accompaniment and 

pay the registration fee on time 

● present on time at the sport venue for participating the competition 

● pay all travel expenses, including tickets and accommodation 

● be disciplined 

● be respectful of other participants, representatives and guests, Organizer, team, 

sponsors and its products/presents, judges, results of the competition, POSA, its 

members and direction before, during and after the Event. Participant have also to 

inform their federation representatives about this paragraph on the Rulebook. 

6.2. During the Event Participants are obliged to: 

● participate in the registration process or ask the help of their federation 

representative, only after the Organizer agreement 

● to be in full compliance with the regulations, technical docs and their delivery to the 

admissions Committee. 

● resolve all the questions through their representatives or managers 

● be ready for performance at least 10 minutes before and stay close to the stage area 

● stay in the waiting room after performance and until the results are announced 

● inform the head judge through the representative or coach if, for some reasons, the 

performance can’t be executed at least 15 minutes before competing time 
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● be available for photographers and for promotions during the event; give the permission 

to use all materials for Television, press and online publications related to the sport and 

APA 

● stay in the special indicated area at least 5 min. before the opening and closing 

ceremony. Stay together with other participants from the same club/city/country/nation 

and form a group. Get on the stage after the announcement of the 

club/city/country/nation and stay aligned with other participants from other 

clubs/cities/countries/nations. 

● participate the opening and closing ceremony wearing the national sport jumpsuit 

and sport shoes. 

6.3. Participants have the right to: 

● perform in more disciplines that correspond to the category requirement according to 

paragraphs 2-2.1. of this present Rulebook 

● quick stage check before competing 

● in case of important questions address to the head judge, only through the federation 

representative or coach 

● repeat the routine in case of any technical issues caused by Organizer, for example, 

problems with sport or music equipment. The performance cannot be repeated for 

any other reason 

● ask their federation representative or coach to receive the scoresheets right after the 

awards or ask for them per email no later than 10 days after the competition. 

6.4. The competition day: 

● Every Participant must be present at registration showing his/her ID (birth certificate 

for children/kids) 

● Every Participant has to pass the registration: they will check the rules, sign the 

registration form, sign acceptance of the Rules, and acknowledgment of Safety 

regulations. 

● Participants have to present insurance policy covering during all competition time. At 

registration the Organizer will even offer the opportunity to get the insurance covering 

on the competition day with his insurance company 

● After the registration every Participant has to pass the approval of: 

➢ performance costume 

➢ good physical condition. drugs and / or alcohol test, test for visible signs of diseases 

of the locomotors system, the cardiovascular system, diseases of the "ear-nose- 

throat." In case of violation of some of the admission requirements the Participant is 

obliged to sign a document releasing the Organizer from responsibility for any 

damage to the health of the participant during the tournament, and to coordinate it with 

the participant doctor; 

➢ of emotional condition with psychologist who will check mental or psychological 

condition and sign of any disorders. In case of violation of some of the admission 

requirements Participants can be admitted only with psychologist approval. 

● Only athletes who pass the costume approval, insurance covering and medical 

certificate of good health will be able to perform at the competition. 
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7. COMPETITION EQUIPMENT 

The participant performs with musical accompaniment and executes elements and tricks 

according to APA requirements: 

Pole Sport: (see POSA CODE of POINTS). 

Aerial silks: aerial tool consisting in a long fabric, one side stretch (medium elasticity), bent  

in the middle and hanging from the ceiling. 

Aerial hoop: aerial tool consisting in a small diameter metal tube bent in order to complete a 

circle, hanging from the ceiling. 

Aerial cube: aerial tool consisting in metal tubes bent to create the cube shape hanging 

from one corner from the ceiling. 

Aerial spiral: aerial tool consisting in a metal tube bent in order to create the spiral shape, 

hanging from the ceiling 

Aerial straps: aerial tool consisting in suspension long straps made in fabric material. 

Flying pole: aerial tool consisting in pole dancing metal tube hanging from the ceiling, not 

fixed to the floor. 

 
7.1. FACILITES 

7.1.1. Dressing rooms 

Men and women must have separated dressing rooms with toilet facilities which are 

separate from those being used by judges and spectators. 

Barrier-free rooms and toilet facilities should be provided for Para athletes. 

7.1.2. Warm Up area 

A designated warm up area should be connected to the dressing rooms and It is only to be 

used by the athletes and their coaches. 

7.1.3. Waiting area 

A designated area connected to the podium is referred to as the Waiting Area. It is only to be 

used by the athletes and their coaches of the next two starts. The area is not allowed to be 

used by any other person. 

7.1.4 Stage and floor 

The podium should be at least 8 m x 8 m in size and no more than 10 m x 10 m. The 

competition floor must be in wood or linoleum, covered with mats in aerials 

a) If the competition is in a sports arena, the podium on which the competition takes place, 

can be 80 to 140 cm high and closed off at the rear with a background. 

b) If the competition is in an auditorium, theatre or other suitable structure for the smooth 

running of the competition, the stage must have the same minimum measurements required 

for an organized competition in a sports arena. 

The lights must be fixed, clear, white and blue, to allow the best view of the Judges. Strobe 

lights are not permitted in any POSA competition. 
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6.2. Floorwork is a combination of various elements logically connected between each other by 

one composition and performed on the floor without use of sport tools. 

Floorwork in APA is combination of dance and or acrobatic elements, bounces, balance, rotations, 

leg swings, choreographic movements, basic body movements and postures, performed on the 

floor, as well as any other connected element rhythmically performed. 

During the floorwork it is possible to perform any element and composition (not necessarily 

gymnastics or acrobatics) and judges will evaluate its coherence, rhythm, musicality and clarity. 

 
6.3. The transition between sport tools is used only in “Pole Sport”. See POSA Rules 

 

6.6. For all kids and amateurs’ programs in aerial hoop it is permitted to flip and swing only from 

the lower part of the hoop to the floor, flips and swings from the higher part of the hoop  to the 

lower are forbidden.For all kids programs it is permitted to execute exercises with fast spins only 

in the lower part of the hoop. 

 
6.7. For aerial silks, kids over 9 y.o. and amateur routines should execute drops and slide 

elements only at the safe altitude, which is twice the height of the participant. 

 
6.8. For all kids programs on aerial silks it is required to execute only simple exercises. (see 

“Hazardous elements and spectacular tricks”; this type of exercises won´t be scored). 

 
 

 
8. COSTUME OF THE PARTICIPANT 

 
7.1. Participants’ outfit must comply to this present Rulebook. Violation might lead to a 

temporary expulsion from competition until costume matter is solved. 

 
7.2. Participants must perform wearing good fitted, clean and tidy costume. 

 
7.3. Participants outfit can contain advertising/promotional information ONLY outside the 

competition floor. The outfit can have POSA logo, its official sponsors and partners, and partners 

accredited for the competition. 

 
7.4. Athletes costumes must be sport-oriented. 

 
7.5. Pole sport: 

See POSA rules. 
 

 

All the aerial sport equipment (flying pole, aerial silks, aerial hoop, aerial cube, aerial 

spiral etc): 
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Women sport outfit consist in an overall suit that can partially or  totally  cover  legs,  neck collar 

that correspond the following requirements: 

- Neckline zone has to cover near the clavicles; 

- Sleeves and legs cover are not obligatory but recommended in order not to get burnt. 

- Private parts must be completely covered 

 
Men sport outfit consists of either man bodysuit or shorts or leggings or trousers. The upper  part 

of the body can be covered with tight apparel. 

 
7.6. It is forbidden to use any outfit decoration that is not fully integrated into the  costume.  For 

example, it is permitted to have fabric incuts into the outfit but it is forbidden to have any details 

that go apart from it, like wings, bows, ruffles, skirts and etc. 

7.7. The costume must have lining or at least be made from thick fabric covering the private 

parts. 

7.8. The costume must cover the underwear. The use of underwear is mandatory 

7.9. It is forbidden to use costume or/and details that are made from transparent materials, 

lacquer, leather, rubber and latex materials. It is forbidden to use decorations as feathers, thorns 

or other sharp objects. 

7.10. It is permitted to have incut fabrics without backing on the sleeves and on the back (as 

long as it fully covers private parts), on other parts (if it is necessary) it is permitted to use semi-

transparent fabrics as long as they use a backing or a lining. 

7.11. The use/partial use of beige/flesh colour fabric is warmly recommended under incuts or 

semi-transparencies. 

7.12 At the opening ceremony (parade) each participant must wear a sport suits with the logo 

of the national federation of the country they represent. 

7.13. During the awarding/closing ceremony of the Competition all participants should be 
wearing their performance outfit or sport suit. 
7.14. The coach (or federation representative) standing on the stage for spotting of a under 18 
y.o. athlete should be wearing the same sport suit as for the opening ceremony. 

 

 
9. HAIRSTYLE, MAKE UP AND JEWELLERY 

8.1. Hair must be secured close to the head so that the neck area remains exposed. It is 

forbidden to let loose hair, wear a ponytail, loose tresses, Iroquois. Bangs are allowed. Short 

haired performers can ask at the check-in whether they must pin them. 

8.2. It is permitted to have hair accessories, but of a very small size (for example small hair clips, 

rubber bands, etc.). All the accessories must be well secured. 

8.3. Hats of any form, type, size are not allowed 

8.4. The make-up must be moderate and look tidy. It can have face patterns or rhinestones, but 

they should cover no more than 30% of the face. Body art on other parts of the body is forbidden 

8.5. Make-up for children ages 6-9 Children/ Children 10-13 should be barely visible. 

Face should be clearly visible without any disturbing element 

8.6. Tattoos that are exposed and  not covered with sport costume must not contain profanity, 

obscenity, racial and sexual insults, incitement to racial and national hatred, references to 

acts of terrorism, drugs and unhealthy lifestyles propaganda, hints of a sexual nature. In case 
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of violation of the above, Participants must cover them with special coating. Body piercings 

that cannot be removed, must be covered with nude colour patch 

 

 
10. ACCESSORIES 

 
9.1. It is permitted to use the special protection gloves. At check-in they must be shown for 

conformity 

9.2. It can perform barefoot or wearing special shoes previously approved by check-in 

officers. 

It is forbidden to use any other shoes, boots or any accessory for arms, hands, legs and feet. 

9.3. It can use sport wristbands only if it is a necessary part of the costume. 

9.4. It is forbidden to use any additional accessory (hand fans, ribbons, chains,  balloons, 

plush toys, etc). It is not allowed to decorate the stage. 

9.5. It is forbidden to use earrings, rings, bracelets, watches, chains, piercing, pins, etc. 

9.6. It is forbidden to use an open fire on the stage as well as any kind of pyrotechnics 

9.7. It is not allowed to use any liquids neither friable materials on the stage (water, coloured 

liquids, liquid paints, confetti, friable tinsel etc.) 

9.8. It is forbidden to use animals, birds, reptiles, insects on the stage 

9.9. 24 hours before the competition and during it, it is forbidden to use moisteners, lotions, 

bronzers, creams etc. 

9.10. It can use special agents to increase the adhesion with a pole or aerials. The product must 

meet the POSA requirements. In case of using other  products,  they must be approved at the 

check-in 

 
 

 
11. MUSICAL ACCOMPANIMENT 

10.1. The music composition can start with a special warning sound (beep) that indicates the 

beginning of the performance. 

10.2. Duration of music composition, including the sound signal: 

For AMATEUR:     For PROFESSIONAL 

from 2 min 30sec to 3 min 00 sec   from 3 min to 3min 30 sec 

For kids’ categories: 

from 2 min 30 sec to 3 min 00 sec 
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10.3. Music can be selected from any style and can contain lyrics: 

- one or few musical instruments may be mixed 

- a voice that is used as an instrument is allowed 

- Original music and sound effects are allowed 

- It is not allowed to use lyrics containing profanity, obscenity, racial and sexual insults, 

incitement to racial and national hatred, references to acts of terrorism, drugs and unhealthy 

lifestyles propaganda, hints of a sexual nature or any other offensive content. Music violating the 

requirements will cause the athlete to receive a deduction by the Head Judge. 

Music composition must be of good quality. The recording must meet professional standards 

regarding sound reproduction 

10.4. Musical accompaniment can contain echoes and chorales that are used as an 

instrument. 

10.5. The music must have whole structure and inner logic. Adaptation is allowed. It is 

possible to mix 2 or more music compositions; the fragments need to be well linked and have 

harmonious transition. It is not allowed to use randomly mixed fragments. 

10.6. It is forbidden to use music/sounds that are not appropriate or typical for sport events 

Music should be sent to the appropriate email as defined by the deadline date in the official 

work plan. Files must be sent in MP3 format. The title, artist and composer should also be 
sent with athlete name and application to the competition organizer. 

 
12. REGULATIONS FOR COACHES 

In case that athletes have no coach or other representative such as parent or guardian, the 
duties and responsibilities of the coach fall to the athletes themselves. 
The coach has the right to: 

a) Assist athlete during the competition and access to dressing rooms, warm up and waiting 
area. 
b) Act as spotter for kids/junior athletes during their performance. 
c) Receive athletes’ scores after the performance. 
RESPONSIBILITIES FOR THE COACHES 

a) To know the Code of Points and conduct themselves accordingly. 
b) To wear the official national tracksuit during the competition. 
Note: A person who has operating ban from WADA or WHEA may not act as a coach. 

13. 6 REGULATIONS FOR NATIONAL DELEGATIONS 

In case athletes are not part of the national delegation the duties and responsibilities of the 
delegation fall to the athlete herself/himself or to their representative such as coach, parent or 
guardian. 
National delegations have rights to 
a) Have athletes represent their country in international competitions. 
b) Make inquiries about the difficulty scores of an athlete when Superior Jury is present at 
the competition. 
RESPONSIBILITES FOR NATIONAL DELEGATIONS 
a) All members of the delegation must act in professional manner during the event. All 
complaints against POSA or the competition organizer must be sent per email. 
b) Ensure all delegations wear national tracksuit (including coaches and guardians) 
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REPRESENTATIVES & COACHES 

11.1. Organization that applied to the competition has to have its own representatives 

declared in the list of participants. 

11.2. Representatives have an official role. They need to know this present Regulation, respect 

it all the time, and they are the only one allowed to address to the Head judge and judicial 

assembly. 

11.3. Representatives are responsible for the behaviour of their athletes and all people they 

represent. Representatives solve any dispute concerning judging, competition  organization etc. 

On call of the head judge the representative must participate to the judges meeting. 

Representatives are informed about competition scoring by the operational manager. 

Representatives have to keep all the members of the federation (especially athletes) informed 

about changes and decisions of the judicial assembly. 

11.4. Representatives must be present during all the competition. 

11.5. Representatives must guarantee the presence of their athletes and their performance must 

be led on time. Representatives have to assure presence of their athletes at the opening, closing 

and awarding ceremony. 

11.6. Federal representatives and coaches accompanying competing athletes cannot judge 

the same competition/category. 

11.7. National Federations allow coaches to act as representatives 

11.8. It is strictly forbidden for coaches and representatives to help, make signs and 

communicate with participants during the performance. 

 

 
14. DETERMINATION OF  SCORE 

Routines are scored based on artistry, execution and difficulty. 
JUDGING PANEL 
POSA believe the duty of judges is to act impartially in all competitions. This duty carries with 
it an obligation to perform with accuracy, fairness, and objectivity through an overriding sense 
of integrity. 
Judges board is composed by professional judges recognized by POSA it includes: 

Head judge 

Execution/ Technical Judge 

Artistic/ Choreographic Judge 

Penalty Judge 

Timer Judge 

Shadow judges 

 
12.3. The replacement of a judge is allowed only in case of illness or other respectful reason 

that doesn´t let the judge officiate. 

 
15. JUDGES 

16.1. The judge is obliged to: 

● strictly abide the Judge Code of POSA; 

● present at the Tournament on time; 

● conscientiously execute his professional duties; 
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● impartially evaluate the performance of the participants in strict accordance with the 

Rules, using all possible scale of scoring; 

● avoid the influence of the third party on his professional activities; 

● avoid to show the prejudice of racial, sexual, religious  or  national character during  the 

execution of his professional duties; 

● avoid the influence of public opinion and criticism on his judging; 

● be tolerant, polite, diplomatic and respectful to the participants. A judge should 

demand the same attitude from all the people who is involved in the competition; 

● avoid to disclose confidential information; 

● check availability and filling of judicial folder; 

● know the Regulations and be informed about all applicable guidance documents for 

judging; 

● put the score and all the necessary comments in personal protocol before announce 

this score out loud; 

● attend all meetings of the judges before, during and after the tournament; 

● at the request of the senior team judge present his personal protocol for inspection at 

any time of competition; 

● be ready to explain to the senior team judge the reason for the scoring in case it 

significantly differs from the other judges scoring; 

● respect the established uniforms: white top (blouse with a collar, shirt), dark jacket 

(blazer), dark bottom (classic pants), a tie that is provided by Organizer and classic 

black shoes. 

 
16.2. Every judge receives the index number in team. 

16.3. The judges need to score the performance independently. It is forbidden to talk, make 

gestures of approval or disappointment during and after performance.  Only senior  team judge 

can talk with judges during the judging. 

16.4. During the break’s judges can’t talk with participants, representatives or coaches. It is 

forbidden to stay at the participant's area. 

16.5. Judges are not allowed to write down the scores of other judges of any category. 

16.6. The judge has a right to substitute the senior team judge during all the competition or only 

temporary in case the senior team judge can’t perform his duties due to some respectful reason. 

 
12.4. The Judges Table can be composed of a minimum of 4 judges to a maximum or 9. It can 

have more Judges Panels in order to speed the program. Shadow judges are admitted, but the 

cannot score 

12.5. The event Producer cannot be a member of judge’s panel. 

 
 

7.1.1 Artistic Judges (A-J) 

They will be awarding points on dynamic movements, combinations, artistry, and level of 
difficulties of all moves performed in the routine. 

 
7.1.2 Execution Judges (E-J) 
They will be deducting points on the technical aspects of all movements performed including 
correct lines, falls and much more. 
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Flexibility elements may change difficulty level according to opening degrees 
- from 160 to 180 
- from 180 a slightly more 
- widely over 180° 

Elements must be performed correctly in front of the jury, bad angles get deductions 
 

The Execution Judges evaluate the technical execution of all movements including elements, 

transitions and floor work. For Doubles and teams’ judges will also evaluate the timing and uniformity 

of all movements, as well as the ability to execute the routine as a single unit in synchronization.  

Note: Uniformity means, that the doubles/teams should strive to perform the elements identically, with 

same level of flexibility, strength and technical skill and therefore appear as equals.  

The athletes are expected to include in the routine, only elements that they can perform with complete 

safety and with a high degree of aesthetic and technical skill and with perfect execution. 

 
Artistic presentation is the way in which the athlete expresses and presents him or herself to the 

judges. The judges will assess the athlete’s ability to convey emotion and expression through 

movement. They should be confident, engaging, entertaining and show a high level of stage presence 

in each element of their routine on and off the pole. The athlete should create an original routine and 

display a unique style. The overall routine 

should flow seamlessly and effortlessly ensuring that highs and lows (shades) are demonstrated. 

Choreography presentation is defined by all moves undertaken around the pole, stage area, or stage 

surface, but not in contact with the pole. The judges will assess the athlete’s ability to undertake 

dance and acrobatic choreography that is executed with imagination, flow, and flair. 

 
Creativity and complexity of the choreography 

This refers to the originality of the overall presentation including the theme, music choice, costume 

and the originality of choreography throughout the entire routine. 

Athlete should create surprising and emotional choreography, that is original and memorable. Routine 

should create a character or persona and a story. 

Examples of poor creativity and complexity in overall presentation 

There is no artistry, routine is purely an athletic sequence of elements. 

Choreography does not tell a clear story. 

Athletes movements do not reflect the story or the music. 

Selected music is worn out or unimaginative. 

Choreography is repetitive, flat and does not develop during the performance. 

There are no especially impressive moments or surprising twists to the performance, routine is 

predictable. 

Choreography requires very little technical skill or is executed in very poor manner. 

Different sections of the choreography appear unconnected. 

 

Creativity and complexity of transitions and elements 

Level of creativity, originality and complexity in all elements, transitions and combinations in the entire 

routine. The athlete should create new and original movements for their transitions in and out of 

elements and on and off the aerial equipment. 

Examples of poor creativity and complexity in transitions and elements 

Athlete shows no creativity or originality, variations are simple and well-known. 

The routine repeats itself, elements, climbs, inverts and/or lifts are or look similar.  

Athlete shows no technical skills. Chosen elements do not require coordination or physical 

capabilities. 

Athlete clearly does not have enough technical skill or physical capabilities for the chosen 

elements. Execution is messy and insecure. 

Athlete only performs difficulty elements (lack of transitions). 

 
10.2.3 Interpretation of the music, body and facial expressions 

Interpretation refers to the athlete’s ability to interpret the music, their facial expressions, their 

emotions, choreography and the creation of a character or persona and story. The athlete should 

create choreography that shows the light, shade, feeling and emotion of the music and their  
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movements. They should connect with the music and show expression through their costume, body 

and facial movements. 

There should be strong cohesion between the overall choreograph and the choice of music. Music 

should support and highlight the performance. The athlete should interpret the music and demonstrate 

not only its rhythm and speed and stay in time with beats and phrases, but its flow, shape, intensity 

and passion within her physical performance. 
Examples of poor creativity interpretation 

- Athlete does not perform to the right rhythm or misses the beats when they were clearly 

trying to perform to them. 

- Music acts only as a background and is not part of the routine. 

- Athlete forgets to perform, when executing parts of the choreography (usually on pole). 

- Stress and the challenges of the choreography are shown in their facial expressions. 

- Emotions do not match the theme or the story, or there is none. 

- Athlete only uses her face or part or their body to express and not their entire body. 

 
10.2.4 Stage Presence and Charisma 

The athlete should command the stage. He or she should be in total control of their performance and 

carry him or herself with an impressive style or manner, which is both engaging and charismatic. 

 
7.1.3 Difficulty Judges (D-J) 

a) They will confirm difficulty moves and bonuses have been performed to the minimum 
requirements. 
b) They will deduct if a difficulty move has not been attempted. 
c) They will deduct if the difficulty moves have been performed in  the incorrect sequence. 

At registration you will have to declare all elements you are going to perform, in the exact 

order they will be proposed, and you will clearly underline the mandatory ones. When 

executing them be careful in holding them for time and rotations required. 

The difficulty of the routine is determinate by Difficulty Elements evaluated by the Difficulty 
Judge. Elements are divided into five groups: 
a) Flexibility Elements 
b) Strength Elements 
c) Balance Elements 
d) Dynamic Elements 
e) Spinning Elements 

Routine must include at least one difficulty element from each group. For doubles and 
teams, all difficulty elements must be performed in synchronization. 
The Difficulty Judge evaluates only the minimum requirements of the elements. These 
requirements and the technical values could be found from the elements table. Element 
groups have general requirements that affect all the elements in that group. Some elements 
also have specific requirements 

 
Level of Difficulty 

Athletes must choose their difficulty elements from the allowed range. Range is restricted based on 

category and division. Elements that are not from the allowed range are not evaluated.  

 
 

DEDUCTION FOR MISSING A GROUP OR ELEMENT 
a) If athletes fail to perform an element in  a group  to an acceptable degree  and  therefore, 
does not get any points from that category, athlete  is penalized  of max 2 points  (individuals)  / 
1 point (doubles/teams) for every missing element. 
b) If a declared element is not performed at all, athlete is penalized 3 points for each missing 
element. 
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Note: Element is interpreted as missing if the judge cannot see the athlete perform or even 
attempt to perform the element. Element is not missing if it is performed, but does not meet 
the minimum requirements and is therefore not scored. 
Element is also interpreted as missing, if it has not been declared at all. For example, athlete 
has only declared 4 moves out of 5. 
8.1.1 Disqualification for missing elements 
If athletes do not perform any of their declared elements, their performance is disqualified 
and will not be evaluated. 
Note: In case athletes return a difficulty sheet without any  elements, the Head  Judge  must 
give the athlete a warning, deduction of 3.0 points and a possibility to select elements before 
the competition starts. At least one element must be chosen to be allowed to compete. 
DEDUCTION FOR INCORRECTLY FILLED DIFFICULTY SHEET 
If the sheet is filled incorrectly, the Head Judge will ask the athlete to modify their sheet and 
the athlete is deducted 3 points. 

 

Penalty Judge 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 
8.4.1 A – Flexibility Elements 

a) Elements must be held in fixed position for at least 4 seconds. 
8.4.2 B – Strength Elements 

a) Elements must be held in fixed position for at least 4 seconds. 

8.4.3 C – Balance Elements 

Hold with or without spin. With spin it has a bigger value. 

8.4.4 D – Dynamic Elements 

Combinations of elements executed with dynamism and fluidity. 

8.4.5 E – Spinning Elements 

Declared spinning element must be held for a min of 360° on silks and in kids, amateurs for other 

aerials and a min of 720° for junior and Professionals. 

Order of the elements 

Athlete must declare the elements in the order she or he is going to perform them in the routine. A 

deduction 

will be given if athlete fails to follow the declared order (-1 point). 

For example: If athlete declares moves A, B, C and performs them in order B, C, A. There will be a 

deduction 

-1 for the incorrect order of the first move (A). 

 
 

 
7.1.4 Head Judge 
The head judge is responsible for overseeing all the judging. 
Head Judge organizes the judges meeting before the Competition, leads the judges 
assembly, conduct briefings with all the judges, he/she will, 
a) know and respect the present Rules and Regulation of the Competition 
b) work with the judges to make sure their judging experience is as smooth and as impartial 
as possible 
c) with the judging systems coordinator to make sure scores are correctly input 
d) Present the report of the Competition and analysis of the judges work to the Event 
Producer within 10 (ten) days after the Event 
The Head Judge is responsible for answering all questions raised by judges, coaches and 
members of the public should they arise. 
Head judge has a right to: 

● make changes in the program of the Competition if these changes do not contradict  

the present Regulation. 
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● allow athletes to repeat their performance in  case of technical  problems caused by  

the Event Producer 

suspend participants, representatives, coaches, judges whose actions are not withstanding 
this present Regulation 

 
 

SUPERIOR JURY 
The Superior Jury is responsible for controlling the work of all judges and the Head Judge 
according to the rules and to guarantee a correct publication of the final scores. It registers 
the deviations of the judges' scores. If there are repeated deviations, the Superior Jury has 
the right to warn and replace a judge. 
Violations of instructions from the Superior Jury or the Head Judge  may result in sanctions, 
as declared by the President of POSA and the International Judges Coordinator. Superior 
Jury is mandatory only at international competitions. 

 

 
16. VICE HEAD JUDGE = SENIOR JUDGE 

15.1. Senior judges help the Head Judge in his duties 

15.2. In the absence of the head judge senior judge acts as Head Judge 

15.3. Senior judge is bot vice head judge and member of the judges table 

15.4. Senior judges coordinate operations of the judging panel 

15.5. Senior judges are obliged to 

● strictly abide POSA Judges Code; 

● coordinate with the head judge all the actions that exceed their duties; 

● Instruct judges panel before and during the competition and organize the judges 

meeting after the competition; 

● determine the necessity to check stage and equipment during the competition; 

● determine the intensity of the illumination for performances; 

● prepare the Judges protocols according their rules; 

● make sure the judges panel present their scoresheets on time and before the new 

athlete is on stage; 

● verify the scoring and final ranking; give permission for announcing the results; 

● ask explanations to those judges with significantly differ scores; prevent the cases of 

biased judging 

● present to the head judge the analysis of the judges with evaluation of each jud ging 

panel within one day after the Event. 

15.6. Senior/Vice Head judge has a right to: 

● Check the personal protocols of other judges 

● Substitute the judge in case of absence because of illness or other respectful reason. 

All the judges have to present at the location at least 1 (one) hour  before  the beginning 

of the Competition.  The judge can also be substituted in  case of violation  of the Rules 

 
17. SHADOW JUDGES 

17.1. The shadow judge is obliged to: 

● perform duties of the judge according to the paragraph 16 of  the  present  Rules  

during all the tournament. 
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● have a personal protocol. The scoring of the shadow judges won't be announced or 

considered for the final results of the tournament 

17.2. The scores of the shadow judge are considered only in case of controversial situation 

or when the judges team has to be substituted by shadow judge. 

 
18.2 JUDGES-TIMEKEEPERS 

Keep notice of routine overall duration and floor movements. 

 
18. MAIN OPERATIONAL MANAGER 

22.1. The main operational manager guides the operational managers work and comply with 

instructions of Head judge and team judges. 

22.2. The main operational manager is obliged to: 

● know the present Rules and Regulations of the Tournament, the program and the 

schedule of the Tournament; 

● organize the work of the operational managers, participate in approval of applications 

and verification of documents of participants; 

● check application documents of organizations and participants, the structure of the 

groups; 

● take on the technical card (Appendix No. 2), checking their allegiance to fill; 

● present a list of participants for the senior team judge approval; 

● determine the location and order of the warm-up of participants and the order of their 

appearance on the stage; 

● prepare materials (judicial folders) for the members of the judicial assembly; 

● prepare the protocols of the tournament, personal protocols for the judges, starting 

numbers of participants, materials for the final tournament report; 

● to provide to the judging panel of the technical cards of  the  participants  (Appendix 

No. 2), laid out according to the schedule of the tournament. 

● present materials to the Head Judge (informant judge) for the following 

announcement to the public and participants; present the tournament results to the 

press and representatives of the participants; 

● prepare materials for the final tournament protocol. 

 
19. VICE OPERATIONAL MANAGER OF THE PARTICIPANTS 

23.1. Operational manager of the participants is assigned by the main operational  manager 

of the tournament. He is an assistant of the main operational manager and works 

under his instructions. 

23.2. Operational manager of the participants is obliged 

● know the present Rules and Regulations of the Tournament, the program and the 

schedule of the Tournament; 

● check the assistance of the participants, control their preparedness for the performance, 

explain the order  and  structure of the competition  and order  of preparation of the stage 

for the performance 

● control the preparation of the areas for the participants  and judges  (dressing room  

and etc.) 

● be responsible for the order of the warm-up of the participants 
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● participate in the organization of opening and  closing ceremony and  awarding 

ceremony. 

 
20. TECHNICAL OPERATIONAL MANAGER 

24.1. Technical operational manager is assigned by the main operational manager of the 

competition. He is an assistant of the main operational manager and works under his 

instructions. 

24.2. The technical operational manager is obliged to: 

● know the present Rules and Regulations of the Tournament, the program and the 

schedule of the Tournament; 

● check the technical documentation of the tournament 

● check the quality of functioning of broadcasting site, telephone and radio lines, 

informative electronic board 

● control the functioning of the informative electronic board during the Tournament 

 

 
21. SECRETARIES OF THE COUNTING COMMISSION 

a. Secretaries of the counting commission works under the instructions of senior team judge 

and main operational manager. 

b. The secretaries of the counting Commission are required to undergo a briefing before 

the tournament. 

25.3. Secretaries of the counting commission count the scores according to the personal 

protocols of the judges that make a scoring. In case of automatic counting of the scores by 

computer technology the secretaries of the counting commission are controlling  the functioning 

of the computers and accuracy of the counting. 

 
25.4. One of the secretaries collects the protocols of the judges and  passes it to the secretaries 

of counting commission. The rest of the secretaries take the scores of every participant 

(singles/doubles/groups) based on the protocols of every judge  and  write it  down on a special 

card and pass it to the informant judge or transmit it to the informative electronic board by means 

of the computer or any other computer technology. 

In case of existence of electronic scoring system, the secretaries of the counting commission 

check the data collected from every judge computer and prepare the general protocol  to present 

it later to every participant. 

 
22. COMPLAINTS 

 
26.1. Protestation can be presented to the Head Judge of the Tournament in written only by 

representative of the participant or by the third party that represents interests of the participant. 

26.2. The order and deadlines for the appealing and investigation: 

● Prompt protestation can be submitted during the competition period in the category of 

participant who presents the protestation but no later than 30 (thirty) minutes after the 

ending of the performances of all the participants in the same category. 

● The operational protest moves on the official form which is provided by the secretary of 

a tournament at inquiry. 
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● The representative is obliged to provide together  with a protest the video record with  a 

performance of the participant, duet or group on which the protest, on the portable 

multimedia player, in high quality moves. (otherwise the protest will be rejected.) 

● All the prompt protestations will be analysed by the Head Judge during 1 (one) hour after 

the last performance of that category. 

● Protestation can be submitted anytime including 3 (three) days after the tournament. The 

protestations will be reviewed during 5 (five) working days. 

● All the protestations submitted to the head judge during the Tournament must be 

reviewed before the awarding ceremony 

26.3. Decision about the protestation will be announced to the participant 

(singles/doubles/groups) that presented the protestation 

26.4. Order and terms and considerations of a protest: 

• The protest can be given at any time, within 3 (three) days after the end of  a tournament and 

is considered within 30 (thirty) working days; 

• The protest moves on the official POSA form. 

• The representative is obliged to provide together with a protest: 

- the video record with a performance of the participant, duet or group on which the 

protest, in high quality moves. (otherwise the protest will be rejected.) 

- final protocols of a tournament. 

26.4. Head Judge will be deciding if he analyse that protestation personally or present the  

case to the main judicial assembly of the Tournament. 

 

 
23. LOCATION & EQUIPMENT 

27.1. 

Pole sport 

See POSA Code. 

 
Flying pole 

The height of the pole is 4 meters, the diameter of the pole is 42 millimetres. Pole is made in 

steel, covered in black fabric. 

The platform for the kids and junior categories under 18 y.o. should be equipped with 3.2 

meters high pole (or has a limitation mark at that level). 

 
Aerial silks 

The length of the silks is 8 meters, working height is 6 meters. The fabric is a one side stretching 

material, which composition is 97% jersey 3% polyester. The colour should be white. 

The use of participants’ personal equipment is not allowed. 

 
Aerial hoop 

- The outer diameter of adults’ hoop is 90\100 centimetres (70-80 for Kids). The 

diameter of the tube is 25 millimetres. 

- The covering is made by a white fabric tape. 

- One central sling with height of 1.5 meters and width of min. 20 millimetres fastens to 

a ring without additional connections (carbines and so forth). 
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- hoop suspension height is established according to the participants standing arm’s 

length. 

- The stage is covered with mats. 

- The use of participants personal equipment is not allowed. 

 
Aerial spiral 

Overall height of the spiral is 3 Meters. The diameter of the tube is 38-40 millimetres. The 

equipment has 3\4 spiral whirls whose diameter are 1 meter each. The material of the spiral is 

aluminium, and it could be partially covered in fabric tape. 

 
Aerial cube 

Aerial cube consists of 8 steel metal tubes (1 meter each) covered in fabric tape.  The diameter 

of each tube is 32 millimetres. 

The cube is hanged by one corner. One central sling with height of 1.5 meters and width of min 

20 millimetres. The suspension height is established according to the height of the athletes 

The stage is covered with mats. 

 

 
27.2. The intensity of the platform illumination is defined by senior team judge. It is  not allowed 

the change of the established intensity of the illumination during performances in the same 

category. 

27.3. The sport venue must be equipped with necessary electrical installations for the music 

playback. 

27.4. The platform has to be equipped with a device for lifting and lowering of the flag, and 

with portable podium for awarding the winners. 

27.5. The special areas must be assigned (if it is possible) for judges, participants who finished 

performance, representatives, press, coaches. 
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Balance choreography 

The athlete should create a balanced routine of different types of moves e.g. floor-work, transitions, 

integrating these into a choreography with stage presence and artistic content whilst using both 

spinning, swinging, rotating and static moves. Elements and choreography should be performed at all 

levels: floor level, medium level and aerial (restrictions are only for kids and amateurs).  

Examples of poor balance of choreography 

- Athletes mainly keep at one only level (i.e. bottom of the hoop, mid height in silks). 

- There is visibly difference between skill level in different sections of the choreography. For example, 

flexibility is more developed than strength. 

- Athletes do not control the spinning, or the spinning motion is powerless. 

- Not performing any physical interactions (Doubles/teams). 

10.2.7 Balance elements 

Balance refers to the athlete’s ability to create a well-balanced routine that has an equal number of 

various elements. The athlete should create a balanced routine of different types of elements as 

flexibility, strength, spins and dynamic movements. Athlete should appear evenly skilled in these 

capabilities. 

Examples of poor balance of elements 

- Athletes do not perform movements from a single element group or are clearly less capable in one. 

10.2.8 Dynamic and Flow 

Flow refers to the athlete’s ability to create a seamless and effortless routine. The athlete should show 

a flow from side to side. The sequences, moves, transitions, choreography and/or acrobatic 

movements should flow in a seamless, smooth, natural, flawless, and graceful way. Movement in and 

out of moves should continue to the next 

move faultlessly. The routine should not look disjointed in any way. An athlete should be marked 

down if they perform moves and wait for applause. 

10.2.9 Confidence 

Confidence refers to the athlete’s level of confidence in his or her routine. The athlete should not show 

nerves, but rather carry him or herself with confidence and be engaging, command the stage and the 

audience’s attention, making their routine look believable throughout. 

10.2.10 Intensity 

Intensity refers to the level of coronary intensity of the routine, the level of body use (body segments), 

the intensity level of transitions, and the choreographic dynamism of the athlete.  

 

 
COMPETITIN SCHEDULE 

 
Competitions must not start before 10.00 am and finish after 11,00 pm and the 

schedule must be published in the Work Plan 

28.1. The order of the performance is decided by draw. 
The drawing will take place within two weeks after the deadline of the definitive entry. 

c) The lots shall be drawn by a “neutral” person or by computer. 

d) Head of technical committee or nominated committee member must be present 

during the draw. Note: At international competitions the national federations will be 

informed by the General Secretary at least one month beforehand of the time and place 

of the drawing of lots and they will be entitled to be present at the draw. 

The media will be informed and allowed to send representatives and the local authority, 

in whose area the draw will be held, will be invited to send representatives. 

28.2. The Competition lasts no more than 3 days 

28.3. Every tournament day start no earlier than 10 AM and should be finished no later than 11 

PM. 

28.4. Every participant  will have  time for  the  warm-up on the  performance platform before 

the Competition 
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28.5. After the speaker announces the judges the athletes can competing according to their order 

number. In case the participant/s do not appear on the stage for  40 seconds  (forty)  after the 

announcement they will be given a technical defeat. 

28.6. In case of temporal break (more than 30 (thirty) minutes) due to the contingency the 

participants will have a new warm-up for 8 minutes. 

 
Extraordinary circumstances 

Extraordinary circumstances include, but are not limited to, the following situations: 

a) Incorrect music is cued. 

b) Music problems due to the malfunction of the equipment. 

c) Disturbances caused by general equipment failure - lighting, stage, venue. 

d) The introduction of any foreign object into the performance area by an individual or means other 

than by the competitor. 

e) Extraordinary circumstances causing a walk-over out of the competitor’s control. 

It is the responsibility of the competitor to stop the routine immediately if an extraordinary 

circumstance as mentioned above arises. A protest after the completion of a routine will not be 

accepted. 

Upon the decision of the Head Judge, the competitor may restart the routine after the problem has 

been corrected. Any scores previously given will be disregarded. Where situations not stated above 

may arise, they will be resolved by a review of the circumstances by the Superior Jury. The final 

decision is taken by the Superior Jury. 

 
24. PERFORMANCE INTERRUPTION 

 
29.1. The participant needs to stop the performance in case of some circumstances that 

threaten to a safety of the performer or unexpected costume damage that affects the 

performance. The participant has to stop after the sign of senior team judge.  The clear sign of 

cessation of the performance is pause of musical accompaniment. 

29.2. The same condition is applied when participant stops his performance by himself without 

any signs from senior team judge. The participant stops the performance in case of some 

circumstances that threaten to his safety or unexpected costume damage that affects the 

performance. In this case participant leaves the stage with no explanation. 

29.3. The doctor has a right to stop the performance with a help of senior team judge in case if 

doctor sees some circumstances that threaten to a safety of the performer. 

29.4. If doubles or groups already started their performance, there are no participant 

substitution will be allowed. The official replacement for the athletes must be registered in 

advance. The official replacement can be proceeded only in case if the performance is stopped 

by senior team judge due to the participant injury. 

29.5. If the participant (single, double, group) cannot finish the performance it won't be scored 

 

 
25. PERFORMANCE SCORING 

30.1. Five-point system is applied to evaluate the performance: 1 

point - bad 

2 points - not satisfied 

3 points – fair/regular 

4 points - good 

5 points - excellent 



 

 
 
 

 
30.2. After every performance in any category every judge passes the following information for 

the counting commission through the secretary or by means of computer technology: number of 

the participant, full name of  the participant/double/group,  team  index  number  of the judge and 

his scoring. 

30.3. Overall scoresheet of all the judges will be given to a participant during the awarding 

ceremony. The overall protocol might be given to the participant before the end of event but only 

in case of submission of prompt protestation that requires protocol information. 

 
 

 
26. SCORE SYSTEM REGULATION 

 
The judge protocol for the difficulty and techniques 

 № Name Maximum score Comments 

1. Difficulty and techniques   

1.1. Entering from the floor and climbs 5  

1.2. Entering in the air (from pole, swings, wraps) 5 
 

1.3. Hold of the elements 5  

1.4. Original combinations 5 
 

1.5. Original transitions (including floor/equipment 
and equipment/floor) 

5 
 

1.6. Stands and balance - pole 
Stands, hanging, wraps - aerial equipment’s 

5 
 

1.7. Hazardous elements and spectacular tricks 
(composition of three or more transitions, 
drops) 

5 Not used scoring all 
kids categories with 
aerial equipment’s 

1.8. Change of formation techniques during 
interaction of  the  participants  in 
doubles/group category Level of (difficulty of 
the elements and its execution) 

5 Not used scoring all 
men and mixed 

categories 

1.9. Level of (difficulty of the elements and its 
execution) 

5  
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Judge protocol for the execution 

 № Name Maximum score Comments 

2. Execution  

2.1. Choreography   

2.1.1. Beginning of the performance 5  

2.1.2. Dynamic and amplitude 5 
 

2.1.3. Grace and posture 5 
 

2.1.4. Floorwork* 5 
 

2.1.5. Flexibility and splits on the equipment 5 Not used scoring all 
men and mixed 

categories 

2.1.6. Classical waves 
- On the pole with torso and arms 
- On the aerial equipment with arms, 

legs and torso 

5 Not used scoring all 
men and mixed 

categories 

2.1.7. Beginning of the performance 5  

2.1.8. End of performance 5  

2.2 Artistry 5 
 

2.2.1 Facial expression (meters the conformity with 
music and idea of the performance) 

5 
 

2.2.2. Music and costume (meters the accordance 
between costume and music) 

5 
 

2.2.3. Musicality of the performance (meters the 
accordance between elements and music) 

5  
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Judge protocol for descension of the evaluation 

 № Name Score 

3. Descension and deduction  

3.1. Arms, knees, feet (level of extension, straight 
lines) 

for every case 0.5 

3.2. Perspectives of the elements for every case 2 

3.3. Fall from the equipment for every case from 1 to 10 

3.4. Slide on the equipment for every case 1 

3.5. Control of the movements (on the floor, on the 
equipment, breach of the transition between 
the poles)Breaking the quantity limit for the 
transitions between the poles/equipment 
Leaving the marked area :  height  marks on 
the poles, marked area at the floor 

for every case 2 

3.6. Violations on performance of structure of a 
performance (item 6.5-6.8 governed). 

for every case 2 

3.7. Costume and accessories that violate the 
tournament regulation 

for every case of 
violation of the rules 

(in accessories, 
makeup, finery, 

costume of belayer) 

1 

for lack of lining of 
the sport outfit 

2 

for visible outline of 
private parts 

3 

for visible 
underwear 

4 

for lack of 
underwear / use of 

fabric of 
body(beige)colour 

5 

3.8. Continuation of the performance after the end 
of music accompaniment (including cases of 
spins and termination of performance before 
the end of the music roll) 

for every second of 
discrepancy 

0,5 

3.9. Wiping hands or other body part (for example 
feet) on sport equipment 

for every case 2 
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3.10. Erotica elements or poses for every case 3 

3.11. Singing, pronouncing of words or sounds, 
communication with audience or judges 
during the performance, whether by the 
participant or his coach (representative) 

for every case 1 

3.12. Visible repetition of identical elements 
besides climbs and entering into the 
exercises 

for every case 1 

3.13. breaking the time limit (for floor work, routine 
duration and others) 

for every case 0.5 

 
During the descension of the evaluation the deducted scores are  accumulated  for  every 

case. 

 
Protocol of the technical referee 

The protocol of the technical arbitrator is "The technical card of the participant" 

(Appendix No. 2). 

Technical referee has his personal protocol. During the competition technical referee scores 

only execution of the compulsory elements and difficulty that are defined by the Protocol of 

technical referee for each category. 

In case the participant hasn't provided on registration "A technical card" (Appendix No. 2), in 

the general protocol in the column of the judge on the equipment the crossed-out section is put 

(or 0 points). 

The technical arbitrator removes 0,1 points from declared the participant if: 

- The element is withheld less than 3 seconds; 

- If the element is not fully open; 

- The variation of execution of an element in relation to a shell is slightly changed from 

compliance of rules that hasn't affected difficulty of execution. 

The technical arbitrator may not include the stated element if: 

- The variation of execution of an element in relation to discipline is considerably changed from 

rules that has reduced difficulty of execution. 

- The element is executed with a gross blunder, such as: there is no deduction; falling; control 

loss. 

Compulsory elements can be performed if participant is willing to execute it. 

Performed compulsory element add points to the final score. Not performed compulsory 

elements do not take the points out and won´t affect the final score. 
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Compulsory 

element 

Difficulty Compulsory 

element 

Difficulty Compulsory 

element 

Difficulty 

SUPPORTS  FLAGS HANGINGS  

 
0.5 - 1 

 
0.5 - 1 

 
0.5 - 1 

BENDS SPINS  
 

 
0.5 - 1 

 
0.5 - 1 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

32. INSTRUCTION AND CONDITIONS of FILLING of the TECHNICAL CARD  (Appendix No. 

2) 

32.1. The participant independently defines elements for filling of a technical card, according to 

item admissible value - quantity, group of complexity, the maximum score. 

32.2. When filling a technical card the participant specifies: 

- Category (according to item 2.1.); Surname Name; Has copies of images of the used elements 

from rules in a card, in a chronological order, according to numbering. The stated cost. Score. 
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Appendix 2 

Application for participation 

Technical card of the participant№   

Сategory 
 

Name, Surname  

№ Image elements 
Put cost 

athlete 

Evaluation 

judges № Image elements 
Put cost 

athlete 

Evaluation 

judges 

 
1 

    
7 

   

 

2 

    

8 

   

 
3 

    
9 

   

 
4 

    
10 

   

 
5 

    
11 

   

 
6 

    
12 

   

The amount of points 

declared by the 

 Summative evaluation judges  

Signature of 

admissions 

  
The signature of the judge 

 

Judge's 

comments 
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27. DISQUALIFICATION 

The participant can be disqualified during the tournament only by the decision of head judge. 

Notification about disqualification has to be given to the representative of the participant. 

Violation of the rules Period of disqualification 

Political and religious insults From 1 to 5 seasons 

Removal of some parts of the costume on the stage on 

purpose or by accident 

From 1 to 5 seasons 

Insulting of other participants, judges, organizers, 

members of the organizing committee, misconduct of 

the participant, or of his representatives or guests 

during the tournament. 

From 1 to 5 seasons 

Use of forbidden materials for better adhesion with the 

equipment 

Present tournament 

Release of the negative information about other 

participants, representatives and guests, disclosure of 

the results of the tournament, information about 

judges, competitive process and equipment, about 

Organizer or his team, sponsors, their products / gifts,  

its members and administration by the participant or 

his representative, guests, friends or relatives. (orally 

or via Internet resources, social networks, before, 

during or after the tournament) 

For forever 

Positive results of the medical tests and analysis 

before and during the Tournament 

For forever 

 
28. THE RESULTS CALCULATION 

34.1. Scores obtained by the participants (doubles, groups) are recorded in the General protocol 

of the participant by secretaries of the counting commission or by means of computers. The 

Tournament protocol reflects final scores of each and every participant (double or group). 

34.2. After the end of every performance of every participant (double or group) and after the count 

of the points by secretaries of counting commission or by means of computers, the scores of the 

judges will be reflected on the informative electronic board   or will be announced by the host or 

secretary of counting commission. 

 
29. DEFINITION OF THE FINAL RESULTS & PLACES IN EVERY CATEGORY 

35.1. The participant (double or group) with the highest scores takes the first place of the 

competition. The participant (double or group) with a second result of the scores takes the 

second place y etc. 

35.2. If two or more participants (doubles or groups) have the same final score the first place will 

be given to a participant (double or group) whose score in the protocol of shadow judges is 

higher. 
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35.3. If the scores in the protocol of shadow judges are also the same the participants 

(doubles or groups) share the place. If two participants (doubles or groups) share the first 

place the next participant in this case receives the third place and etc. 

 
30. RESULTS ANNOUNCEMENT 

36.1. The results of the Tournament will be announced right after the performances of all  the 

participants of all categories, after all scores are counted and places  of the tournament  are 

defined. 

36.2. The report about the Tournament has to contain the following information: 

● place, date and time of the tournament 

● sizes and technical specifications of the platform and equipment. 

● weather condition (in case the tournament takes place in the open air) 

● number of participant in every sport type and in every category 

● the structure of the judicial assembly and judge teams, last names of main operational 

manager, operational managers and secretaries of the counting commission 

● last names of participants, their ages, structure of the teams (for individual competitions 

and for both individual and team competitions). 

● the results of every participant (double, group) and the final results of the Tournament. 

● results of the teams (for individual competitions and for both individual and team 

competitions). 

● Last names of the participants (doubles, groups) that took 3 first places. 

 
36.3. The report of the Tournament has to be presented during 10 (ten) calendar days after the 

Tournament, signed by Head Judge and delivered or sent to the Organizer of the Tournament 

and all organizations that participated in the tournament. 

36.4. The report of the Tournament has to be available for any involved parties in case they 

are interested in. 

 
31. AWARDING, OPENING AND CLOSING CEREMONY 

37.1. The announcement of the winners and the awarding are led in accordance with 

Tournament Regulation and are based on the final distribution of the places. 

37.2. Awarding of the winners and teams happens after the end of all other stages of the 

tournament. The team prize must be given to the leader of the team. 

37.3. The right to lift the flag of the tournament will be given to the winners of previous similar 

tournament. The right to lower the flag of the tournament will be given to the winners of 

present competition. 

37.4. The opening ceremony and lifting of the flag should be led no later than the evening of 

the first tournament day. 

37.5. The closing ceremony and the parade of the participants should be led on the day of 

the end of competition. 
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32. REPORT OF THE HEAD JUDGE 

38.1. The report of the head judge has to be presented to the organization that hosted the 

tournament no later than 10 (ten) calendar days after the end of the competition. 

38.2. The report must contain: 

● name of the tournament, place, dates, structure of the judicial assembly, overall  amount 

of participants, number of participant in every category, compliance with the requirements 

of the classifiable program, characteristic of the conditions  of the tournament (area of the 

stage, equipment, organization, medical service and etc.), evaluation of the excellence 

level in every sport type and in every category, general remarks about the competition, 

explanation of the possible differences  between scoring of the judges or their opinions, 

protestations  and resolution of  the protestations. 

● remarks about every judge, about possible violations of the Rules by participants or 

judges and penalties applied by head judge for violators. 

38.3. The report must contain the charts of the place distribution between participants 

(doubles, groups) that also reflect quality of judging in every sport type and category. This tables 

has to be provided by senior team judges. Senior team judge makes remarks and comments in 

the charts in case of differences in opinions of the team judges. The following symbols are used 

for that matter: 

● The scores of the judge are underlined (with dotted line) if the senior team judge thinks 

that the judge made a mistake 

● The scores of the judge are traced in a circle by dotted line is the senior team judge thinks 

that the judge was a little biased 

● The scores of the judge are traced in a square if the senior team judge agrees with 

opinion of the judge even if this opinion drastically differs from opinion of the rest of the 

judge team. 

 
33. PHOTOGRAPHY & FILMING 

39.1. All photo and video materials belongs to the Organizer 

39.2. The participant has no rights to ask any type of compensation or rewards for the 

photos, videos or negative pictures that are made before, during and after the tournament. 

39.3. The participant has right to have a copy of his photo and video materials for personal 

use but has no right to use those materials for commercial purposes. 

39.4. The participant unconditionally agrees that all negative pictures, photography and 

video can and will be used by Organizer for promotional and commercial purposes. 
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34. EXPLANATION FOR THE FLOORWORK, CLASSIC WAVES & AERIAL STEPS 

 
Explanation for the execution of the floor base elements 

Floorwork is a combination of various elements logically connected between each other by one 

composition and performed on the floor without use of sport equipment. 

Floorwork in APA is combination of acrobatic elements and combinations, bounces, balance, 

rotations, leg swings, chorographical movements, basic body movements and postures, 

performed on the floor, as well as any other connected elements rhythmically performed. 

This definition makes it possible to perform any elements and compositions during floorwork (not 

necessary gymnastic either acrobatic) and will be evaluated by judges by its coherence, rhythm 

and clarity of those elements. 

 
Explanation for the execution of the classic waves 

"Waves" are executed with arms, torso, complete, coherently and smooth without excessive 

muscular tension. All waves can be performed with the hand movements, steps or in 

combination with other movements. Wavy body movements are executed frontways, to the side 

(lateral wave), on the knees, in deep kneeling, as well as with the torso turns. 

"Waves" and wavy movements can be distinguish by successive soft flexion and extension in 

the body joints. Flexion of some joints is executed together with extension of the other joints so 

that the "ridge" of the wave sequentially moves from one joint to another. Wavy movements are 

performed with hands and with the body, with a deep back incline of the body, or without it. 

Waves can be slow and fast, smooth and with an accents in the beginning and in the end of the 

element. 

To execute the complete wave forward the athlete puts hands in front and takes the position of 

semi squat with round back. Athlete starts to make a wave coherently putting forward knees, 

hips, small of the back, chest, and in the end of element bends the head back and makes a 

round with arms from up to down. The wave can be performed backwards. For that the athlete 

repeats all the movements but backwards. The same consequence is repeated for literal waves 

but from the front. 

"Backward wave" on the knees is executed from the start position in deep kneeling with small 

inclination of the body and head forwards, the hands are down. The movement begins with lifting 

of the hips by extending the hip and knee joints, then straightens up the spine (first lumbar, and 

then the thoracic spine) and the head bends back. To return to the original position athlete should 

lower the pelvis first, then lean forward with arched back put the head down and round off the 

back. 

Wavy arms movements are often started from spread arms position. The movement begins with 

the connection of the shoulder blades. "Ridge" of the wave coherently rolls from the shoulder to 

the elbow, and then to the wrist joint and phalanges. Each element of the movement overlaps 

the previous one so that flexion smoothly runs into the extension. The amplitude of the flexion 

and extension is small. 
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For the scoring in the "Classic Waves" category the judge uses the following criteria: 

1. For the performances with the pole will be scored the classic wave during floorwork, during 

the climbs on the pole as well as wavy movements executed with arms. The wavy movements 

performed with legs won´t be scored and will be considered as erotic element. 

2. For the performances with aerial equipment will be scored the classic wave during floorwork, 

during the climbs on the aerial equipment as well as wavy movements executed with arms in 

spread position and legs in straddle position. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

You may check the video with performance of the classic wave here: 

https://vk.com/polesportelite?w=wall-43297466_2217% 2Fall 
 
 

Explanation for the execution of the aerial steps 

 
Aerial steps are executed forward or backward and only with legs that are loose and do not touch 

the aerial equipment, the body of the athlete holds on the equipment. All the steps can be 

executed in combination with arms, head movements or any other elements. Steps can be slow 

or fast, smooth or with an accents in the beginning and in the end of the elements. At least 3 

steps must be performed. 

Starting position: legs are together, feet and knees are stretched 

For the aerial steps forward the athlete puts forward the knee and ankle of the right leg and puts 

backward the ankle and knee of the left leg. When the highest point is reached the legs of the 

athlete start the movement backwards. The right knee and foot are stretched, left leg is bent and 

left foot is stretched. 

For the aerial steps backward all the movements mentioned above are executed backwards. 

First the athlete puts backward the ankle and knee of the right leg and puts forward knee and 

the ankle of the left leg. 

https://vk.com/polesportelite?w=wall-43297466_2217%2Fall
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Possibles ways of hold on the aerial equipment: 
 

Aerial silks 
 
 

 

  

 

Aerial hoop 
 
 

 

  

 

A loop around the 
small of the back, 

shoulder blades, neck 

The cross is the spiral 
wrap of the silk around the 

arms. The arms are in 
spread position. 

Direct grip Hold on the joints 
(shoulders, neck) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


